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The underlying physics of the application of low-temperature, low-pressure reactive plasmas in
various nanoassembly processes is described. From the viewpoint of the “cause and effect” approach,
this Colloquium focuses on the benefits and challenges of using plasma-based systems in
nanofabrication of nanostructured silicon films, low-dimensional semiconducting quantum structures,
ordered carbon nanotip arrays, highly crystalline TiO2 coatings, and nanostructured hydroxyapatite
bioceramics. Other examples and future prospects of plasma-aided nanofabrication are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Fabrication of the various forms of nanostructured
matter is at the heart of modern nanoscience sRoco et
al., 1999; Pitkethly, 2003d. Various liquid, gaseous, solid,
and colloidal systems sand their combinationsd, requiring
different fabrication methods, have been successfully
used as the precursor medium for myriad nanoscale as-
semblies. In this Colloquium, we discuss several unique
features of low-temperature reactive plasma salso fre-
quently called chemically active plasmad that make it an
indispensable tool in a number of common nanoassem-
bly processes.
The choice of any particular precursor medium and
assembly method depends critically on the envisaged
nanoscale object or assembly. Nonetheless, according to
the commonsense “bricklayer’s approach,” most build-
ing processes, including nanoassembly, proceed in the
following sequence: sid selection and preparation of ap-
propriate building units; siid preparation of the surface
on which to deposit them; siiid transport of the building
units towards the assembly, and sivd appropriate stacking
of building units to create the assembly. Whether the
assembly is a conventional brick wall or an exotic nano-
structure, it commonly requires a sequence of appropri-
ate manipulations of the building units. Let us consider
what this means in the context of plasma-assisted nano-
fabrication. Our focus here will be on the plasma-
assisted generation of the building units, their deposition
onto the surface, and their stacking into the desired
nanoassembly patterns.
The generation and assembly of building units into
nanofilms and nanostructures are processes that tend to
be specific to the medium and the desired structure.
However, extensive ongoing research has been focused
on finding common physical features of the growth
→transport→deposition→assembly chain in various
nanofabrication processes.
This Colloquium comprises three main sections, plus a
Conclusion and Outlook section. In Sec. II, the potential
interest of reactive plasma in nanofabrication is consid-
ered, based on its ability to generate a broad range of
sizes and species. Reactive plasma environments are
also able to enhance chemical vapor deposition and help
to maintain an even substrate temperature. In Sec. III,
in comparison with thermal chemical vapor deposition
systems, we consider the features of reactive plasmas
that make them particularly attractive for nanoscale ap-
plications. In particular, the ease with which building
units can be manipulated within the plasma and depos-
ited compares favorably with thermal methods in which
manipulation is inefficient. In Sec. IV, examples of spe-
cific nanofabrication processes are critically examined to
illustrate the benefits and challenges of using plasma-
based systems in fabrication of many nanostructures—
semiconducting nanostructured films and low-
dimensional quantum structures, ordered arrays of
carbon nanotips, cluster-assembled crystalline TiO2
films, and nanostructured hydroxyapatite biocompatible
coatings. The concluding section is focused on the con-
ceptual framework and future challenges for reactive-
plasma-assisted nanofabrication.
II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The first “nanobuilding” step is to generate the re-
quired building units with the desired chemical organi-
zation, size, and morphology. They must also be created
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in certain energetic, charging, and bonding states. The
use of reactive plasma makes it possible to generate the
entire range of species, from atoms, molecules, ions, and
radicals to macromolecules, nanosized clusters, nucle-
ates, particulates, and complex aggregates and agglom-
erates. Plasma-assisted nanoassembly techniques include
gas-phase ionization, dissociation, and polymerization
processes. At this point it is reasonable to pose the ques-
tion: how does one differentiate between reactive and
ordinary plasma? Reactive plasmas are usually com-
posed of multiple reactive species that continuously
transform into each other and that also generate new
species as a result of numerous chemical reactions in the
ionized gas phase sFridman and Kennedy, 2004d. Conse-
quently, mutual transformations and chemical reactivity
of the species is what makes these plasmas different
from conventional multicomponent plasmas. We recall
that chemical reactivity of the species is often associated
with dangling sactivated, or available for bondingd
chemical bonds, another feature that is useful in nanoas-
sembly.
The generation of building units in reactive plasmas is
a very complex process and is mediated by a large num-
ber of elementary reactions in the ionized gas phase. For
example, units of lower atomic mass se.g., atoms, mol-
ecules, radicals, and ionsd are usually generated through
gas-phase electron-impact or heavy-particle collisional
ionization or dissociation of the feedstock gas. Alterna-
tively, they can be released from solid surfaces exposed
to plasmas as a result of physical sputtering or chemical
etching processes. Yet another possibility is that the
building units can be generated on the deposition sur-
face as a result of the breakup of larger building units
into nanofragments, atoms, and/or radicals.
Larger building units can be generated as a result of
complex polymerization or clustering processes in the
gas phase, or via the release of various nanofragments
from the solid surfaces. Gas-phase polymerization is
usually triggered by certain reactive precursor species
se.g., anion SiH3
− in silane-based plasmasd and proceeds,
through a chain of polymerization reactions, to macro-
molecules swhich can be either neutral or chargedd and
critical clusters, which are large enough to trigger the
nucleation process sPerrin and Hollenstein, 1999; Hol-
lenstein, 2000d. Having reached a critical number den-
sity, solid surface-released species can form larger clus-
ters, which become nucleation precursors. The sizes of
critical clusters depend on specific plasma parameters
and are typically less than a few nanometers.
Generally speaking, building unit generation can be
managed through adjustment of the rates of the major
elementary reactions in the plasma, which can be
achieved by varying the discharge control parameters.
The simplest way is to adopt a trial and error approach
and achieve the required composition and other proper-
ties of the building units through a large number of trial
experiments. One could also attempt a fully self-
consistent and systematic approach to this problem,
which would require knowledge of all the reactive spe-
cies and chemical reactions involved in the generation of
the building units svery often in the hundredsd. A third
method would be to start with the structure desired,
then consider the main precursors and other conditions
for generation of appropriate building units, which could
be called the “cause and effect” approach. Using any
one of the three aforementioned approaches, one can
optimize the process parameters for the gas-phase gen-
eration of the desired building units.
The next two steps, siid and siiid, can be carried out
either sequentially or simultaneously. In either case, the
deposition surface must be suitably prepared before the
building units can land on it. Again, the requirements
for surface preparation are process specific. For ex-
ample, if a nanoassembly requires certain reactive radi-
cals with a single dangling bond, an adequate number of
compatible dangling bonds should be available at the
required surface sites, where the nanostructure is being
assembled sPoole and Owens, 2003d. As another ex-
ample, deposition of gas-phase nucleated nanocrystals
or nanoparticles would require a suitable se.g., amor-
phousd matrix, or otherwise prepared surface with the
required adhesive properties to secure the building
units—either by embedding them within or attaching
them to the surface. Nanoassemblies often require spe-
cific se.g., thermald activation of catalyst layers. For ex-
ample, growth of carbon nanotubes usually requires
thermally activated fragmentation of thin sa few to a few
tens of nmd Ni/Fe/Co catalyst layers into nanosized par-
ticles forming a wetting contact with the substrate se.g.,
silicon or glassd sIijima, 1991; Bethune et al., 1993d. Re-
active plasma environments make possible many kinds
of surface preparation. The available options range from
surface heating, activation, and physical sputtering by
intense ion fluxes accelerated in the plasma sheath to
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition sPECVDd
of passivating or adhesive, nanolayers on the deposition
surface, and selective and highly anisotropic reactive
chemical etching of the nanostructure growth surface. It
is relevant to mention that some of the above processes
affect the nanostructures being grown. For example, re-
active chemical etching is an important reshaping se.g.,
sharpeningd factor in the growth of various carbon nano-
structures. This will be discussed in greater detail in
Secs. III and IV.
The next step is to transport the building units to the
nanoassembly being targeted. In this regard, one has to
keep in mind several basic possibilities and challenges.
First, it is possible to transport the building units any-
where onto the surface and then rely on their surface
migration from the deposition point to the nanoassem-
bly. Another possibility is to transport the building units
directly to the nanoassembly being grown and arrange
their stacking directly from the gas phase, without any
need for surface migration. As will be discussed below,
the importance of the second transport channel becomes
greater in reactive plasmas due to intense ion fluxes that
originate in the plasma sheath and converge towards
sharper tips of some nanostructures, such as carbon
nanoneedles or nanotips, discussed in Sec. IV.B. Second,
it is crucial that the building units be transported to a
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suitably prepared surface area in such a way as to pre-
serve their integrity, i.e., without breaking apart into
smaller fragments. In reactive plasmas, this process can
be controlled by manipulation of the fluxes of the
plasma species and the building unit driving forces se.g.,
electrostatic and ion drag forcesd in the near-substrate
areas sSec. III.Cd. Another practically important option
is to implement a time-resolved separation of building-
unit growth and transport stages by transporting them to
the surface in the discharge afterglow safter switching
the plasma offd.
The last step is to ensure that the building units are
appropriately stacked into the required nanoassembly
pattern. Once a building unit has reached the nanoas-
sembly, further integration becomes ultimately con-
trolled by the self-assembly sor self-organizationd pro-
cesses on the nanoscale sPoole and Owens, 2003; Stangl
et al., 2004d and at this stage is less directly affected by
the reactive plasma. Nevertheless, the reactive plasma
medium can provide important ambient conditions for
the nanoscale assembly to proceed. For example, if the
discharge is run continuously, intense fluxes of ions and
neutrals dynamically maintain the equilibrium substrate
temperature, which is the key control factor at this stage,
often making external temperature control superfluous.
It is imperative that, depending on the surface activation
performed during the second stage, the development of
nanostructured films or nanoassemblies be able to pro-
ceed either through the island or layer-by-layer growth
scenarios sShuchukin et al., 2003d. The latter mechanism
usually requires a greater precision in homogeneous ac-
tivation of surface dangling bonds over large areas.
In the following sections, we shall consider how to
implement the aforementioned four-step nanofabrica-
tion process by capitalizing on the unique properties of
reactive plasmas. We shall highlight the unique ability of
reactive plasmas to generate the desired building units
sencompassing the entire range of the species, from at-
oms and molecules to nanosized clusters, particulates,
and agglomeratesd through gas-phase ionization/
dissociation and polymerization processes in the
PECVD of selected nanoassembles. We shall also com-
pare the underlying physical phenomena in reactive
plasmas with those of some other common nanofabrica-
tion methods and discuss the advantages and benefits of
using the plasma-assisted techniques.
For example, carbon nanotubes can be synthesized by
either thermal or plasma-assisted chemical vapor depo-
sition in carbon-bearing precursors such as methane,
acetylene, etc., mixed with other inert or reactive gases
sIijima, 1991; Dresselhaus et al., 1996d. Thermal chemical
vapor deposition usually requires very high gas tempera-
tures sand also quite often high pressuresd to decompose
the feedstock gas, which adversely affects the suitability
of this process for technologies that require low tem-
peratures such as metal interconnects in semiconductor
micromanufacturing. By using a reactive plasma, one
can achieve a substantial precursor dissociation into nu-
merous ionic and radical species. In this case, one can
noticeably lower the process temperatures and achieve
much higher deposition rates. However, it is generally
believed that plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition
is not suitable for the fabrication of single-walled carbon
nanotubes, which are easily synthesized by thermal
chemical vapor deposition methods sMeyyappan et al.,
2003d.
In this Colloquium, we focus on typical reactive-
plasma-based PECVD systems and point out the fea-
tures of such systems that make them particularly attrac-
tive for numerous nanoscale applications. In particular,
we aim to clarify the following sand some otherd issues:
• When and why is it more beneficial to use either
thermal chemical vapor deposition or PECVD? In
which cases should one use the plasma and in which
cases not?
• How does one develop the process to fabricate the
desired nanofilms?
• What is the actual role of the plasma in the PECVD
of nanofilms and nanostructures?
• How do plasma sheaths, precursor dissociation, and
plasma polymerization affect the nanoassemblies be-
ing targeted?
• How does one transport plasma-grown building units
to the deposition surface and stack them into the
required nanoassembly pattern?
By comparing the underlying physics with common
thermal chemical vapor deposition systems, we highlight
the most striking features, benefits, and challenges of
using PECVD systems in several typical examples of
nanofabrication, including but not limited to ordered
carbon nanotips, nanostructured silicon films, semicon-
ductor quantum dot arrays, and nanostructured calcium
phosphate biocompatible films. Special attention will be
paid to the identification and control of the main build-
ing units.
III. SPECIFIC FEATURES OF REACTIVE PLASMAS
In this section, we identify and discuss the key fea-
tures of reactive plasmas used in plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition sPECVDd of various nano-
structured films and nanostructures. By following the
same sequence of nanofabrication steps and other im-
portant considerations, we also compare the perfor-
mance of the PECVD systems with the commonly used
thermal chemical vapor deposition sCVDd systems.
A. Basic features
In PECVD systems, thin films are usually deposited
on a solid surface as a result of plasma-surface interac-
tions in the gas-solid environment, as schematically
shown in Fig. 1. The entire near-surface area can be
separated into three distinctive regions, namely, plasma
bulk, plasma sheath, and solid substrate, with the outer
layer sgrowth surfaced facing the plasma. Each of the
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above regions plays its specific role in the four-step
nanofabrication process of interest.
As a point of reference, we recall that common ther-
mal CVD-based nanofabrication processes capitalize on
the interactions of a hot reactive gas with suitably pre-
processed deposition substrates, which can be addition-
ally heated externally during CVD. In most cases, the
gas feedstock remains neutral in the chamber bulk, as its
thermal ionization would require very high tempera-
tures. For example, thermal dissociation of methane,
commonly used in the fabrication of various carbon
nanostructures, is negligible even at gas temperatures of
,900°C sFranklin and Dai, 2002d. However, ionized
species can be created on heated surfaces as a result of
Saha-Langmuir ionization sFridman and Kennedy,
2004d. If a reactant gas pressure in a CVD reactor ex-
ceeds a certain threshold, typically of the order of 100
mTorr, gas-phase clustering processes often result in the
appearance of neutral nanosized clusters, which can be-
come ionized upon landing on the surface sHwang and
Yoon, 1994d. On the other hand, charged clusters can be
generated as a result of nucleation induced by ions re-
leased from the surface. Thus thermal CVD systems
usually feature a limited number of building units, such
as thermally activated atoms or molecules and nanoclus-
ters. However, in many cases only nanoclusters stand a
chance to be the dominant building units of various
nanofilms and nanostructures, as atomic and molecular
CVD features extremely low deposition rates. More-
over, smaller and charged nanoclusters are more favor-
able for epitaxial recrystallization upon landing on the
surface, whereas larger and neutral clusters usually co-
agulate to form cauliflower and porous skeletal struc-
tures sHwang and Kim, 2004d.
On the other hand, in PECVD the gas phase is a two-
component system and comprises the neutral and ion-
ized gas splasmad components. In a weakly ionized
plasma the relative population of the ionized component
Sjni
j /SkNn
k is low, where ni
j and Nn
k are the number den-
sities of jth ionic and kth neutral species, respectively.
Thus the presence of the neutral component makes
PECVD similar to most of the commonly used CVD
systems. However, the presence of the additional ionized
phase makes a remarkable difference at all four stages
of the nanofabrication process.
The most striking difference is the presence of the
plasma sheath, which is a non-neutral layer of space
charge separating the plasma bulk and the solid sub-
strate. Because of the much higher mobility of electrons,
the surface is always charged negatively with respect to
the plasma bulk sLieberman and Lichtenberg, 1994d.
The resulting potential distribution sustains intense
positive-ion fluxes onto the surface and impedes the
fluxes of negatively charged species. The plasma bulk
acts as an efficient ionizer of the neutral gas, where a
broad spectrum of positively and negatively charged
FIG. 1. Schematics of the
reactive-plasma-based nano-
fabrication environment. BU
=building unit.
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ionic species is generated. As a result of numerous
electron-impact and heavy-particle collisions, neutral
molecules are dissociated into reactive radical frag-
ments. Meanwhile, large populations of negative ions in
common reactive plasmas se.g., SiH4,C4F8 ,SF6 ,O2,Cl2,
etc.d are favorable for ion-induced polymerization and
clustering, giving rise to larger macromolecules and
nanoclusters sPerrin and Hollenstein, 1999; Hollenstein,
2000; Fridman and Kennedy, 2004d. The negative surface
potential contributes to longer residence and confine-
ment of negative-ion precursors and negatively charged
clusters and macromolecules in the transition area scom-
monly called the presheathd between the plasma bulk
and the sheath, which is impossible in a thermal CVD.
In a sense, the plasma sheath protects the deposition
surface against the fallout of negatively charged ions,
clusters, or nanoparticles sVladimirov and Ostrikov,
2004d. Surprisingly, this is the case even when a large
positive bias is applied to the substrate, as the potential
distribution in the plasma is rearranged to maintain
lower surface potentials with respect to the plasma bulk
sLieberman and Lichtenberg, 1994d. Under certain con-
ditions, primary macromolecules and nanoclusters can
nucleate to form nanosized amorphous or crystalline
particles. Thus, in PECVD, the films can be deposited
by a larger variety of building units than in thermal
CVD processes. It is important to note that, in contrast
to CVD processes, the ionization/dissociation of the
neutral-gas feedstock and larger building units are usu-
ally less likely on the deposition surface than in the gas
phase. Before we proceed to consideration of specific
features of plasma-based nanofabrication owing to the
presence of the plasma sheath, let us discuss how to
choose and generate the desired building units.
B. Generation of building units
As we have mentioned above, reactive plasmas can
generate the entire range of potential building units in
atomic, molecular, cluster, and other forms. How does
one choose which kind of units to generate and which
specific control strategies, suitable for reactive plasmas,
to use in fabricating the desired nanoassembly? Clearly,
this question has no single answer, with the number of
possible solutions exceeding the number of nanoassem-
blies ever fabricated by plasma-based methods. How-
ever, one can narrow the possibilities by taking the
“cause and effect” approach to the sequence: precursor
→building unitssd→nanostructure swith a feedback/
optimization loop, as shown in Fig. 2d, supported by ex-
isting knowledge from other areas of nanoscience. With-
out trying to provide exhaustive recipes for the
appropriate choice of building units, we start with the
structural considerations of the nanostructures being
created and work backwards, taking into account the
established theories of growth kinetics on the nanoscale
sPoole and Owens, 2003; Shchukin et al., 2003; Stangl et
al., 2004d.
For example, in the assembly of single-walled or mul-
tiwalled carbon nanotubes, it is widely accepted that one
should use reactive dimers C2 sDresselhaus et al., 1996d.
In particular, the chemical structure and reactivity susu-
ally characterized by the availability of dangling bonds
and energy barriers for specific interactionsd of the C2
molecule are ideal for its insertion in graphite hexagonal
lattice patterns that build up the carbon nanotube walls
sShchukin et al., 2003d. On the other hand, the carbon
dimer also plays a prominent role in the plasma-assisted
synthesis of ultrananocrystalline diamond sGruen, 2001d.
It is important that the C2 is a highly energetic molecule
that can be inserted directly into carbon-carbon and
carbon-hydrogen bonds, often without any intermediar-
ies, such as the reactive hydrogen atoms that are fre-
quently used for the activation of dangling bonds on
hydrocarbon-based surfaces. This mechanism is respon-
sible for the self-assembly of dimer rows of the recon-
structed surfaces of ultrananocrystalline diamond
sGruen, 2001d. Here, the carbon dimer represents a typi-
cal molecular building unit.
Nanosized clusters, macromolecules, and nanofrag-
ments shereafter collectively termed nanoclustersd form
an intermediate group of building units sFig. 1d, with
sizes ranging from less than one to a few nanometers.
The building units of this category usually participate in
the nanofabrication processes concurrently with other
units and often appear as a product of atomic/molecular
clustering or complex chains of polymerization reactions
in the gas phase sYasuda, 1985; Perrin and Hollenstein,
1999d. According to charged-cluster theory, negatively
charged carbon clusters with sizes not exceeding a few
nanometers and containing a few hundred carbon atoms
are the ideal building units for epitaxial growth of single-
crystalline diamond, whereas larger s.1000 atoms and
up to ,10 nmd and positively charged hydrogenated car-
bon clusters are required for the synthesis of amorphous
or crystalline graphite sHwang et al., 1996; Hwang,
1999d. These conclusions of charged-cluster theory have
been confirmed by measurements of charged-
nanocluster mass and size distributions in hot filament
CVD reactors and hydrocarbon-oxygen flames sGer-
hardt and Homann, 1990; Jeon et al., 2000d. Likewise,
the polarization properties of small silicon nanoclusters
make them ideal building units capable of selectively
attaching to elongated silicon nanostructures such as sili-
con nanowires, carbon nanoneedles, and some others
sHwang et al., 2000; Xu, Ostrikov, et al., 2005d.
One of the most recent examples of how a specific
arrangement of building units can result in an exotic
nanostructured organization of matter is the fifth known
FIG. 2. sColor in online editiond Simplified concept map of the
reactive-plasma-based cause and effect nanofabrication ap-
proach.
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sin addition to graphite, diamond, fullerenes, and carbon
nanotubesd allotrope of carbon, known as carbon nano-
foam, shown in Fig. 3 sRode et al., 2004d. Carbon nano-
foam, which has both ferromagnetic and semiconducting
properties, is made of a web of randomly interconnected
carbon-atom clusters, with an average diameter of 6–9
nanometers. These can be seen in the transmission elec-
tron microscopy sTEMd image in Fig. 3. The unexpected
magnetic properties of this new material can be attrib-
uted to the unusual organization of carbon atoms in the
clusters: carbon atoms in the foam form heptagonal
structures with an unpaired sand thus not involved in
chemical bondingd electron, which has a magnetic mo-
ment that may lead to magnetism. Note that only pure
carbon atoms are involved in the formation of the car-
bon nanoclusters that serve as building units of carbon
nanofoam sRode et al., 2004d.
On the other hand, higher silanes smacromoleculesd
and hydrogenated silicon clusters play a pivotal role in
the plasma-assisted deposition of nanostructured amor-
phous films for solar-cell applications. The gas-phase
concentration of higher silanes in the silane-based
PECVD of a-Si films controls the film deposition rate
and directly correlates with the microstructure and per-
formance of the solar-cell elements sTanda et al., 2003d.
The number of small sless than a few nm in sized hydro-
genated silicon clusters in silane discharges directly cor-
relates with the microstructure parameter, which is one
of the indicators of the device quality of a-Si:H films
sShiratani et al., 2003d. One of the advantages of the use
of larger than atomic/molecular building units is the
prospect of significantly enhancing the film deposition
rates. For example, high rates of deposition of nano-
structured carbon films can be achieved by the super-
sonic cluster beam deposition technique sMagnano et al.,
2003d. However, one should also keep in mind that ex-
cessive concentrations of nanoclusters can compromise
some film performance specifications, which are critical
in industrial applications.
Larger clusters, nanocrystallites, and complex aggre-
gates shereafter collectively called nanoparticlesd can be
regarded as the third distinctive group of plasma-
generated building units. These can be intentionally
grown in the gas phase and incorporated into the grow-
ing film. For example, silicon films grown with a signifi-
cant contribution of nanoparticles coming from the
plasma have been found to exhibit improved transport
and stability properties, as well as a wider optical band
gap than nanoparticle-free a-Si:H. Structural incorpora-
tion of the plasma-grown nanoparticles susually a few
nm in sized has made it possible to synthesize polymor-
phous silicon spm-Si:Hd films, a unique form of nano-
structured matter featuring an ordered amorphous ma-
trix with nanocrystalline inclusions sViera et al., 2002d. It
is noteworthy that recent results show that performance
of PIN solar cells sp-type semiconductor/insulator/
n-type semiconductord can be significantly improved
through nanocrystalline susually 1–2 nmd inclusions de-
posited with high rates in silane-based PECVD sPoissant
et al., 2003; Fontcuberta i Morral et al., 2004; Suendo et
al., 2004d. Further disussion of this effect can be found in
Sec. IV.A.
It is interesting to note that charged clusters appear in
the gas phase of reactive plasmas at much lower pres-
sures than are typically required in thermal CVD sys-
tems. For example, in the CVD synthesis of diamond,
gas-phase generation of charged clusters requires super-
saturated reactive gas feedstock and hence higher work-
ing pressures, typically in excess of ,100 mTorr sHwang
and Yoon, 1994d. By contrast numerous reports suggest
efficient polymerization and clustering processes in reac-
tive plasmas at working gas pressures as low as a few
mTorr sPerrin and Hollenstein, 1999; Hollenstein, 2000d.
Furthermore, single-crystalline nanoparticles in the
gas phase of reactive plasmas are promising as building
units in the fabrication of quantum communication, mo-
lecular electronics, data storage, and light-emitting de-
vices sBapat et al., 2003d. Some elements of these de-
vices, such as field-emitting arrays of vertically aligned
single-crystalline carbon nanotips/nanoneedles, ordered
AlxIn1−xN, Si1−xCxN quantum dot structures, and silicon
nanowires, can also be fabricated in reactive plasmas by
using smaller atomic/radical and nanocluster units sXu,
Ostrikov, et al., 2005d.
FIG. 3. Transmission electron micrograph sleft imaged, and scanning electron micrograph sright imaged of carbon nanofoam,
showing its weblike structure. From Rode et al., 2004.
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Electronic and other properties of nanocluster and
nanoparticle assembled bulk materials show clear de-
pendence on the size of the building units. Indeed, quan-
tum size effects can strongly affect the arrangement of
crystal lattices and electronic spectra of building units in
the 1–10-nm size range. For example, gold nanoparticles
change color from reddish-blue to orange and even be-
come colorless when their size decreases from 30 to 1
nm sMulvaney, 2001d, which is in remarkable contrast to
the yellowish color of conventional bulk gold. Notably,
nanoparticles feature quite different sstrainedd chemical
structures from those of bulk materials, a feature that
has numerous implications for nanocomposites and na-
noelectronic systems sGilbert et al., 2004d.
We note that complex aggregates sgenerated as a re-
sult of agglomeration of smaller building unitsd are usu-
ally considered as unwelcome side products and should
be avoided in reactive-plasma-assisted nanofabrication
sFig. 1d. However, freestanding nanoparticles can be
confined, coated, functionalized, etc. For example,
decomposition of the reactive precursor ATI
fAlsi-OC3H7d3g in Ar-based rf plasmas has been used to
deposit thin alumina films on barium magnesium alumi-
nate fine particles used as high-brightness phosphors in
tricolor fluorescent lamps sKersten et al., 2003d.
C. Sheath-related features
The plasma sheath plays a significant role during the
surface activation and building unit transport stages. In-
deed, the electric field of the uncompensated space
charge drives positively charged species towards the
solid surface and slows down the motion of negatively
charged species. This polarity of the near-substrate elec-
tric field strongly enhances the surface fluxes of posi-
tively charged building units, which are otherwise quite
small in thermal CVD systems. Meanwhile, negatively
charged species can be suspended by the sheath poten-
tials and, residing in the discharge longer than neutral
and positively charged species, are able to efficiently me-
diate plasma polymerization processes sYasuda, 1985;
Fridman and Kennedy, 2004d. Depending on the size of
the building units and prevailing experimental condi-
tions, other plasma forces can come into play. The mo-
tion of building units in the subnanometer range si.e.,
atoms, molecules, radicalsd, can be impeded as a result
of collisions with other susually mostly neutral in weakly
ionized plasmasd species in the sheath. The resulting fric-
tional force can divert the building units from the depo-
sition surface, leading to chaotic and oblique deposition
after a number of collisions. This effect is important for
collisional sheaths, when ls.lmfp, where ls and lmfp are
the sheath width and mean free path of positively
charged building units in collisions with other plasma
species. On the other hand, in collisionless sheaths sls
!lmfpd, the positively charged building units move
smoothly along the electric-field lines directed normally
to the surface. The latter case is most common in low-
pressure PECVD reactors used for plasma-assisted
nanofabrication. In particular, it is commonly accepted
that the normal direction of the sheath electric field is a
reason for vertical alignment sgenerally speaking, nor-
mal to the substrate, depending on the sample orienta-
tiond of carbon nanotubes sBower et al., 2000; Chhowalla
et al., 2001d.
However, the effect of the degree of collisionality of
the plasma sheath on the properties of reactive-plasma-
grown nanostructures still requires further study. An im-
portant implication is that neutral building units se.g.,
the carbon dimer C2d, unaffected by the sheath electric
field, can be transported through the collisionless sheath
without any significant change of their energetic state
acquired in the plasma bulk as a result of intense colli-
sions with other neutral and ionized species. Indeed, the
electron-depleted plasma sheaths effectively exclude
electrons from electron-impact excitation of the neutral
building units, whereas heavy-particle collisions become
inefficient when ls!lmfp. Thus the reactivity sdeter-
mined by the energetic stated of the neutral building
units sessential for their insertion into nanoassemblies or
reconstructed surfaces of bulk materialsd can be con-
trolled by adjusting the rates of collisions in the plasma
bulk and is not expected to change within the collision-
less plasma sheath.
Larger s.1 nmd building units are subject to some
other forces, such as ion and neutral drag forces, ther-
mophoretic forces, and gravity sVladimirov and Os-
trikov, 2004d. The above forces scale differently with par-
ticle size, which opens up the possibility of manipulating
building units by adjusting the force balance on them.
Gravity is usually weak for building units suitable for
nanofabrication purposes. In most cases, negatively
charged units are repelled by the negative substrate po-
tentials. However, under certain conditions they can
overcome repulsive potential barriers and be deposited
on the surface. Manipulation of nanoparticles in reactive
plasmas will be discussed further in Secs. IV.A and IV.B.
More importantly, the plasma sheath potentials con-
trol the fluxes and energies of the charged building units
impinging on the surface. For better-quality films and
perfect nanostructures, it is generally required that the
building units land on the surface without disintegration
into smaller fragments smore common for larger units,
.1 nmd and/or without damaging the activated surface
sites prepared to host them smore common for sub-nm
unitsd. For example, nanocluster deposition techniques
are extremely sensitive to the landing energy and orien-
tation of the clusters sFrantz and Nordlund, 2003;
Hwang and Kim, 2004d. If a cluster is small enough se.g.,
a few nmd, the substrate surface hot enough s600–
1000 °Cd, the lattice mismatch between the cluster and
the substrate small enough, and the cluster incident nor-
mal to the surface with a low energy sfractions of eV to
a few eVd, then epitaxial recrystallization of the cluster
atoms in the substrate lattice is likely, with the initial
stage shown in Fig. 4 sleftd. In this case the lattice of the
cluster can ideally fit into the substrate lattice and rear-
range through vacancy migration along the cluster-
substrate interface sFrantz and Nordlund, 2003d. How-
ever, clusters with larger size, higher energy, and oblique
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incidence have less chance for epitaxial recrystallization
and usually only partially burrow into the substrate,
forming distinct grain boundaries within the substrate
material and islandlike structures on the surface sFig. 4,
rightd. In this case, the rearrangement proceeds through
disordered motions of atoms along the cluster-substrate
interface sFrantz and Nordlund, 2003d. Furthermore,
very small clusters s1–2 nmd, with no fixed crystalline
orientation and featuring a lower melting point com-
pared to bulk materials are able to adopt the crystal
structure of the substrate or film already deposited.
Hence perfectly crystalline films can be grown by epitax-
ial recrystallization of small nanoclusters sHwang and
Kim, 2004d. Larger clusters tend to retain their ordered
structure upon deposition, resulting in nanostructured
films with well-defined grain boundaries. Interestingly,
the sheath electric field also controls alignment of dipole
building units in the vicinity of the deposition surface.
Thus the insertion of radical and molecular building
units with dipole moments into nanoassemblies is quite
different in plasma-aided processes.
The electric field in the plasma sheath is an additional
powerful tool to control the energy and incidence angle
of the building units. However, large sheath potentials
can be detrimental to the integrity of charged-
nanocluster building units. For example, nitrogen clus-
ters break up upon landing on graphite surfaces if the
potential difference between the surface and the plasma
bulk is of the order of 25 V sRoca i Cabarrocas et al.,
2004d. In this case, most of the deposition material car-
ried by the clusters is washed back to the gas phase, with
a small fraction embedded as defects in the substrate
crystalline structure. Thus, in nanofabrication processes
using charged nanoclusters, one should adjust the sheath
width and potential distribution to avoid structural dam-
age to the building units. For example, if tb@ti, where
tb is the duration of the applied bias pulse and ti is the
ion motion time scale, the sheath width,
ls = s˛2/3dlDs2eV0/Ted3/4, s1d
and the potential profiles fsxd near the substrate slo-
cated at x=−lsd,
fsxd = − S3
2
D4/3S J0
e0
D2/3S 2e
mi
D−1/3x4/3, s2d
can be related to the plasma parameters and adjusted to
ensure the required energy and flux of the building units
sLieberman and Lichtenberg, 1994d. Here, lD is the De-
bye length, V0 is the bias potential, Te is the electron
temperature, mi is the ion mass, and J0=eniSVB is the ion
current entering the sheath, where niS and VB
= sTe /mid1/2 sBohm velocityd are the ion number density
and velocity at the sheath edge, respectively. In deriving
Eqs. s1d and s2d, it was assumed that eV0@Te and it was
noted that the potential near the solid surface was lower
than in the plasma bulk.
It is important to keep in mind that plasma sheath
potentials also sustain intense fluxes of energetic ions
onto the substrates. The ion fluxes make a major contri-
bution to physical sputtering and reactive chemical etch-
ing of deposition surfaces, as well as activation and pas-
sivation of surface bonds. Likewise, they directly heat
the deposition substrates and adjacent gas through in-
tense ion-surface and ion-neutral collisions. In some
cases, direct heating of deposition substrates by ion
fluxes and hot gas in the reactor makes any external
substrate heating unnecessary. For example, some of the
ordered carbon nanostructures discussed in Sec. IV.B
have been grown under no-external-heating conditions.
Meanwhile, nanoparticles confined in near-substrate ar-
eas of reactive plasmas can be “annealed” in situ by hot
ambient gas and ion fluxes, which can result in sintering
and eventual spheroidization of the building units by the
plasma-enhanced surface self-diffusion of atoms sPerrin
and Hollenstein, 1999d. In this way, individual nanopar-
ticles that were initially unsuitable for device or film in-
tegration can be etched and post-processed sStoffels et
al., 1999d to become viable building units for nanofabri-
cation.
An interesting example of the role of the plasma in
the preparation of solid surfaces is the surface reaction
kinetics of SiH3 and CH3 building units in the reactive-
plasma-assisted deposition of hydrogenated amorphous
silicon and carbon films sPerrin et al., 1998d. A difference
in chemical structure is the main reason for the remark-
ably different surface interactions of SiH3 and CH3 radi-
cals with the growing surfaces. The SiH3 molecule has a
pyramidal structure and a permanent dipole moment,
whereas CH3 is planar. In a sense, the dipole moment is
a measure of the reactivity of SiH3 radicals, capable of
using the dipole interaction to abstract hydrogen from
the growing a-Si:H surface and thus activate a dangling
bond on the surface, as shown in Fig. 5 sleftd. The va-
cated dangling bond can be instantly occupied by an-
other chemisorbed SiH3 radical. In this case, the film
growth is supported by a vacancy migration along the
plasma-silicon interface and is quite similar to that in-
volved in epitaxial recrystallization of small nanoclusters
discussed above. On the other hand, planar methyl radi-
cals do not have any dipole moment and rely heavily on
creation of dangling bonds either by ion bombardment
or by reactive hydrogen atoms generated in the plasma
FIG. 4. Initial stages of epitaxial recrystallization sleft imaged
and burrowing sright imaged of a 4876-atom Co nanocluster
deposited on a Cus100d surface. The burrowing is accompanied
by formation of well-resolved grain boundaries. From Frantz
and Nordlund, 2003.
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bulk sFig. 5, rightd. In this case, a heavy dilution of hy-
drocarbon gas feedstock in argon and/or hydrogen is fre-
quently used to enhance the ion bombardment and hy-
drogen production. However, the energy of impinging
ions should exceed the hydrogen abstraction energy,
which in the case considered is approximately 0.34–0.4
eV sFrenklash and Wang, 1991d. The ion energy should
not be so high as to damage the ordered state of the
substrate. We emphasize that the ability to activate the
deposition surface while growing the building units is
one of the unique features of reactive plasmas not com-
mon to thermal PECVD and other deposition systems.
Other examples of the role of reactive plasmas in
the preparation of solid deposition surfaces are given in
Sec. IV.
Reactive plasmas and near-substrate sheath areas of-
fer other useful features in the PECVD of nanofilms and
nanostructures. We recall that two basic requirements
for nanostructures and thin films are that the building
units stick to the substrate only at the required sites
se.g., attach to an activated dangling bond or stick to the
top of the growth islandd and that they be able to mi-
grate into place if inserted inappropriately. These two
requirements place severe constraints on the process, si-
multaneously demanding strong and weak binding be-
tween the building units and the surface. By using the
gas-phase transport of building units from reactive plas-
mas directly to the nanoassembly, one can diminish the
importance of the “move into place” sover the surfaced
factor. This is particularly important for charged nano-
cluster and radical building units that can be driven and
focused towards the target sites by sheath electric fields.
For example, in the deposition of high-aspect-ratio
nano-objects such as nanoneedles, nanotips, nanopyra-
mids, or vertically aligned carbon nanotubes ssome of
these are discussed in Sec. IVd, the electric-field lines
converge towards the sharp ends of the nanostructures.
The ion fluxes focused on sharp tips of individual nano-
structures facilitate selective deposition and stacking of
the building units. A representative example is shown in
Fig. 6. Here the ion current density is distributed over
the nanostructured surface in the PECVD of ordered
arrays of carbon nanotip structures in Ar+H2+CH4
plasmas, computed via a hybrid fluid/Monte Carlo simu-
lation sLevchenko and Ostrikov, 2005d.
In the reactive-plasma-based systems, one can thus ef-
fectively remove the requirement of weak binding to the
substrate and focus on the enhancement of binding to
the nanoassembly upon landing. Various weakly adhe-
sive buffer layers are often used in nanoassemblies to
speed up the surface diffusion and promote coalescence
of adatoms into 3D clusters sPoole and Owens, 2003;
Shchukin et al., 2003d. In a sense, the plasma also acts as
a buffer layer, where nanocluster building units can coa-
lesce, be electrostatically charged, and then be trans-
ported directly to the required nanoassembly in a
weakly collisional environment. In this regard, electro-
static charge prevents the plasma-grown nanocluster
building units from further coalescence in the gas phase
or on the surface, which is ideal for fabrication of high-
quality films and nanostructures sHwang and Kim,
2004d.
An interesting point is that maintaining the charge in
nanocluster unit-based deposition processes usually pre-
vents undesired coagulation/agglomeration in the gas
phase. This is particularly important for the synthesis of
perfectly crystalline films using nanosized building units.
In addition to charges owing to specific chemical and
electronic structures of the nanoclusters/nanocrystals
sBaron et al., 2001d, continuous microscopic currents of
the plasma electrons and ions susually negligible in ther-
mal CVD processesd also contribute to the charging pro-
cess sVladimirov and Ostrikov, 2004d. When the clusters
approach very close to the surface sdistances of the or-
der of ac, where ac is the nanocluster sized, further depo-
sition critically depends on the charging state of the sur-
face and the relative conductivity of the gas phase and
the surface. In thermal CVD systems, charged nanoclus-
ters land differently on conducting and insulating sub-
strates, which results in selective deposition, especially
when the gas phase is insulating sHwang and Kim, 2004d.
This different behavior is attributed to different charge-
transfer rates of insulating and conducting surfaces. If a
cluster approaches a conducting surface, the cluster’s
charge is easily dissipated during the deposition, and the
surface remains charge neutral. On the other hand, di-
electric surfaces poorly dissipate the charge and remain
charged. In this case, nanoclusters with the same charge
polarity as the substrate have difficulty in landing. How-
ever, if the clusters are large enough, strong sshort-
FIG. 5. Reaction kinetics of SiH3 sleft imaged and CH3 sright
imaged radicals with a-Si:H and a-C:H surfaces, respectively.
SiH3 is strongly physisorbed by the dipole interaction, whereas
chemisorption of CH3 is controlled by the creation of dangling
bonds on the surface by either reactive hydrogen atoms or ion
bombardment. From Perrin et al., 1998. FIG. 6. sColor in online editiond Representative distribution of
ion current density over a nanostructured surface in the Ar
+H2+CH4 reactive-plasma-assisted nanofabrication of or-
dered carbon nanotip arrays for electron-field emission appli-
cations. From Levchenko and Ostrikov, 2005.
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ranged polarization effects can diminish the slong-ranged
Coulomb repulsion and enable the deposition. Thus
smaller nanoclusters experience more difficulties in
landing on insulating surfaces and are ideal to increase
the selectivity of deposition. It is notable that in thermal
CVD systems high substrate charge-transfer rates usu-
ally result in porous, skeletal, cauliflower, etc., structures
that emerge as a result of coalescence of neutral clusters
on the surface. Conversely, in situations when the
charge-transfer rates are low and the building unit sizes
are small, perfect and highly compact 3D assemblies
and, eventually, dense films can be synthesized.
In PECVD, the gas phase is highly conductive and is
favorable for efficient cluster charge dissipation upon
contact with either insulating or conducting surfaces.
Moreover, as has been mentioned above, the substrates
are usually charged negatively at the initial stage of
deposition and remain negatively charged if the charge
dissipation in conducting substrates is efficient. This fa-
vors the deposition of positively charged nanoclusters
and nucleates. However, when an insulating material is
deposited, the charge is predominantly dissipated
through the ionized gas phase. Therefore the plasma
provides “equal opportunities” for deposition on insu-
lating and conducting substrates and is generally be-
lieved to be detrimental to selective deposition sTsubo-
chi and Masu, 1992d. However, as discussed above,
selective deposition of various building units onto spe-
cific substrate areas with different surface morphology
can be efficiently controlled by self-sustained nonuni-
form sheath electric fields, which is impossible in ther-
mal CVD systems without any external substrate bias.
It is interesting to note that one can still synthesize
high-quality closely packed assemblies in the reactive
plasmas, despite very high charge-transfer rates in the
ionized gas phase. A possible explanation would include
two factors. First, the importance of reactive radical
building units is much higher in PECVD than in thermal
CVD. Second, if the nanocluster deposition is dominant,
it is likely that while “burrowing” into the substrate ex-
posed to the plasma, the nanocluster building units dis-
sipate their original charge acquired in the gas phase and
adopt the susually negatived equilibrium charge of the
local area at the substrate. Thus the clusters remain
charged when coming into contact with the substrate,
which prevents them from coalescing on the surface, as
would happen in thermal CVD systems with substrates
having high charge-transfer rates. Thus it is generally
advantageous to use plasma-based CVD for depositing
high-quality films on substrates with high charge-
transfer rates. The benefits of selective deposition in
thermal CVD systems are not so obvious because of
larger numbers of neutral clusters sthan in PECVD sys-
temsd, which tend to agglomerate in the gas phase to
form porous skeletal or cauliflower structures.
The ability to support ordered assemblies of certain
building units in the gas phase via long-range electro-
static interactions is yet another distinctive feature of
the plasma environments. For example, plasma-grown
or externally dispensed negatively charged grains stypi-
cally in the sub-mm and mm size ranged suspended in the
near-sheath areas, can form ordered lattices commonly
called Coulomb sor dustd crystals sThomas and Morphill,
1996; Merlino and Goree, 2004d. Such stable arrange-
ments of the building units could, in principle, be used
for fabrication of ordered arrays of fine particles on the
surface or epitaxial recrystallization on prepatterned
substrates swith the pattern size matching the lattice
constant of the Coulomb crystald. However, these possi-
bilities still remain to be realized.
To conclude this section, we mention that one can
achieve reasonably high deposition rates sof the order of
a few nm/sd in PECVD of various nanoassemblies,
which can be enhanced by controlling near-substrate
electric fields and using positively charged radical, nano-
cluster, or small nanoparticle units. In typical thermal
CVD systems, growth rates in excess of 100 nm/h usu-
ally cannot be supported by the atomic/molecular build-
ing units. Therefore these systems rely entirely on nano-
cluster building units sHwang and Kim, 2004d.
IV. SPECIFIC NANOFABRICATION PROCESSES
In this section, we shall discuss some of the most com-
mon nanoassemblies and nanofilms from the viewpoint
of the four-tiered “cause and effect” approach. Specifi-
cally, we shall look at the issues of generation and trans-
port of building units, surface preparation, and elements
of growth kinetics.
A. Semiconducting nanofilms and nanostructures
Nanostructured silicon thin films are widely used to-
day for applications in solar cells. Various modifications
of such films are commonly fabricated by using silane-
based reactive plasmas. Even though silicon thin-film
technologies offer great potential for economically vi-
able solutions in mass production, the share of thin films
scurrently dominated by hydrogenated amorphous sili-
con a-Si:Hd in the photovoltiac market still remains
quite low due to a number of unresolved issues, such as
low deposition rates, relatively high production cost, the
conflictory requirements of minimal film thickness and
maximal solar energy absorption, and the need for im-
provement of photostability and power generation effi-
ciency. Recently, it has been shown that inclusion of nm-
sized Si or Si:H crystallites s“cause”d greatly improves
performance of a-Si:H films in solar cell application s“ef-
fect”d. In particular, by developing device-grade pm-Si:H
films, it appears possible to improve transport proper-
ties, reduce photoinduced degradation, control the en-
ergy band gap, minimize the film thickness, and achieve
very high deposition rates sexceeding 5 nm/s; Tanda et
al., 2003; see also Viera et al., 2002; Roca i Cabarrocas et
al., 2004d.
The plasma-nucleated nanocrystalline building units
are very likely the cause of these remarkable improve-
ments in film performance, although the mechanisms for
their successes are not fully understood. There is thus
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strong incentive to figure out how to generate them and
incorporate them into the films according to the four-
step nanofabrication scenario.
Silane-based reactive plasmas have shown a remark-
able ability to generate a large number of reactive radi-
cals and support gas-phase polymerization of macromol-
ecules and generation of critical clusters sPerrin and
Hollenstein, 1999; Hollenstein, 2000d. A cluster forma-
tion pathway is dominated by anion-neutral reactions,
commonly referred to as the Winchester mechanism of
ion-molecular cluster growth sBhandarkar et al., 2000;
Fridman and Kennedy, 2004d. The essence of this
mechanism is the thermodynamic advantage of the
anion-induced clustering. A typical anion-supported
clustering process,
SinH2n+1
− + SiH4 → Sin+1H2n+3− + H2,
involves the sequence of silyl anions,
SiH3
− → Si2H5− → Si3H7− → fl → Sin+1H2n+3−,
with electron affinities Ean increasing with the number of
silicon atoms in the cluster and reaching the work func-
tion of bulk hydrogenated silicon. Thus each reaction
step is exothermic. More importantly, exothermic anion-
molecular reactions usually have no activation barrier
and feature very high rates. This fundamental conclu-
sion explains the dominance of anion-induced clustering
of Si:H and has recently been confirmed by numerical
simulations of particle generation mechanisms in silane-
based discharges sSuh et al., 2003; De Bleecker et al.,
2004d. In fact, over 90% of the critical cluster formation
in silane reactive plasmas proceeds through the silyl an-
ion pathway triggered by the SiH3
− anion, whereas only
about 10% proceeds through the siluene anion sSinH2n
−d
pathway, initiated by SiH2
− sDe Bleecker et al., 2004d.
One can thus conclude that the best strategy for gen-
erating the required building units is to optimize the
nanoparticle-loaded discharge operation sDenysenko et
al., 2003; Ostrikov et al., 2003d to enhance the gas-phase
reactions leading to generation of SiH3
− and SiH2
−
nanocluster precursors. This can be done via tailoring of
the electron energy distribution function that controls
most of the gas-phase reaction rates and hence the bal-
ance of reactive species in the discharge sSugai et al.,
2001d. However, at this stage it is crucial to ensure that
critical clusters nucleate into the nanosized crystalline
particles that are actually required for the PECVD of
device-grade silicon films. A potential danger arises
when the number densities of the primary nucleates ex-
ceed a certain threshold for triggering an sin most cases
uncontrollabled agglomeration process. This condition is
usually referred to as the onset of powder generation
sFridman et al., 1996d. The powder particles usually have
complex fractal, cauliflower, porous skeletal, etc., shapes
and typically exceed 40–50 nm in size sPerrin and Hol-
lenstein, 1999; Hollenstein, 2000d. Needless to say, such
particles are detrimental for nanofabrication of pm-Si
films and should be avoided.
Thus the nanofabrication of solar-cell-grade Si films
should be based on generation of nanocrystalline build-
ing units away from powder generation conditions. For
example, high-quality pm-Si films have been successfully
deposited in rf plasmas of highly diluted SiH4s2% d
+H2s98% d gas mixtures at relatively high deposition
temperatures s,200 °Cd, deposition pressures s1.23
Torrd, and rf input powers s,0.11 W/cm3; Roca i Cabar-
rocas et al., 1998d. Under such conditions, heavy dilution
of silane in hydrogen is beneficial for the growth of the
a-Si:H matrix by SiH3 radical building units via the
hydrogen-mediated surface activation mechanism dis-
cussed in Sec. III. We emphasize that this PECVD re-
gime is built upon selective deposition of the first popu-
lation of small s1–2 nmd particles appearing in the
ionized gas phase well before the onset of coagulation
sViera et al., 2002d. Transport of such building units to
the substrate critically depends on their charge, on the
distribution of gas temperature in the near-substrate ar-
eas, and on other conditions.
In a series of elegant recent experiments, the nature
and charge of building units have been related to the
surface roughness, damage, structure, and phase compo-
sition of Si:H films. For example, surface roughness pro-
gressively increases with the size of the building units,
being ,2 nm when atomic/molecular units are used to
build microcrystalline silicon films, ,4–5 nm when the
contribution of plasma-grown nanocrystals is significant,
and ,10 nm under powder-generating conditions sChaa-
bane et al., 2003, 2004; Roca i Cabarrocas et al., 2004d. To
study transport and the contribution of nanocrystalline
building units to the silicon film properties, an indepen-
dently biased “triode” mesh was placed in front of
liquid-nitrogen-chilled sTs,80 Kd substrates, as shown
schematically in Fig. 7 sChaabane et al., 2004; Roca i
Cabarrocas et al., 2004d. Physically, this arrangement
substantially reduces contributions from surface migra-
tion of atomic/molecular building units and allows one
to control the impact energies of small s1–2 nmd posi-
tively charged, plasma-grown nanocrystals. In this series
of experiments the potential in the plasma bulk was
,25 V. Thus by applying a positive potential of +25 V
one effectively reduces the landing energy of the build-
ing units almost to zero fFig. 7sadg. Under such condi-
tions, Raman spectroscopy revealed that the films were
purely crystalline, which implies that the building units
landed in a perfectly nondestructive fashion. When the
mesh potential was reduced to zero or negative values,
the impact energy, and hence the disintegration prob-
ability effectively increased, and, as a result, so did the
amorphous phase content. We recall that the amorphous
phase predominantly grows by radical/molecular build-
ing units. In fact, when the mesh bias was reduced to
−50 V, the amorphous phase content increased to al-
most 100%, reflecting complete breakdown of nanocrys-
talline building units into atomic/radical fragments, as
schematically shown in Fig. 7sbd. This behavior has also
been confirmed by the results of molecular dynamics
simulations of the landing of small nanoparticles on vari-
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ous substrates under similar deposition conditions sRoca
i Cabarrocas et al., 2004d.
Another way to control the deposition dynamics of
small nanoparticles is to use a gas temperature-gradient-
driven thermophoretic force sShiratani et al., 2000; Font-
cuberta i Morral and Roca i Cabarrocas, 2001d. For ex-
ample, when the substrates are externally heated, gas
temperatures near the surface are usually higher than in
the plasma bulk. In this case, nanoparticles are effec-
tively pushed away to the plasma bulk and eventually to
the pump line. By using the thermophoretic manipula-
tion of larger s.1 nmd building units, one can enhance
the probability of film growth predominantly by atomic/
molecular units.
The fourth stage in our logical framework is the incor-
poration of the building units into the nanostructured
film. Under heavy dilution conditions, the amorphous
matrix grows with a rate comparable to that of the nano-
crystalline building units that embed into it. This has
been confirmed by high-resolution TEM sViera et al.,
2002d, which suggests that while the nanocrystalline
building units grow in the gas phase, the a-Si:H matrix
forms the lowest layer in the structure. Subsequent lay-
ers contain 1–2 nm nanocrystalline inclusions, as sug-
gested by sharp and intense rings superimposed on dif-
fuse rings in selected areas of electron diffraction
patterns, indicating the presence of ordered structures in
an amorphous matrix.
It is important to note that there is a tradeoff between
the particle/film growth rates and particle crystallinity. In
fact, despite much higher particle growth rates
s,100 timesd, crystalline nanoparticles are very rarely
observed in pure silane plasmas sCosta, 2000d. As a rem-
edy, one can use an alternative approach based on initial
growth of amorphous and irregular-shaped particles and
their subsequent annealing in hot working gas mixtures
of silane and an inert gas sBapat et al., 2003d. However,
efficient annealing of nanoparticles requires very high
working gas temperatures, often exceeding 1000 °C. An-
other issue is to minimize the size of crystalline building
units generated by this production technique s20–80 nmd
to at least 10 nm, which would warrant their applications
in floating gate memory devices sOstraat et al., 2001d.
We note that simultaneous integration of various
building units in the same nanoassembly or nanostruc-
tured object can be very attractive for some applications.
For example, by using SiH4+CH4+H2 gas mixtures, one
can grow polymorphous hydrogenated silicon carbide
spm-Si1−xCx :Hd, ideal for applications as a p-type nano-
layer in PIN solar cells sRoca i Cabarrocas et al., 2004d.
By varying the process parameters to adjust relative pro-
duction of silicon- and carbon-bearing building units,
one can control the value of x. Sputtering of atomic and
nanocluster building units from multiple targets in the
environments of reactive plasmas offers a further way to
control the development of nanoassemblies with the de-
sired properties. For example, concurrent rf magnetron
sputtering of Al and In targets in reactive low-pressure
discharges in nitrogen can be used to synthesize
AlxIn1−xN quantum dot structures and order them uni-
formly over large substrate areas fFig. 8sad; Xu, Os-
trikov, et al., 2005g. By varying the rf power supplied to
Al and In sputtering targets, one can control the release
of aluminum- and indium-containing building units to
the ionized gas phase and, eventually, the relative el-
emental composition x / s1−xd of Al and In in the films.
In this way, one can control the size of the individual
quantum dots and the energy band gap of quantum dot
structures in the range from ,6.2 eV sAlN, x<1d to
,3.55 eV sInN, small xd. This has been confirmed by the
photoluminescence spectra of AlxIn1−xN structures
FIG. 7. Schematics of experiment on reactive-plasma-based deposition of positively charged nanocrystals onto liquid-nitrogen-
cooled substrates sChaabane et al., 2004; Roca i Cabarrocas et al., 2004d: sad When the building units sBUsd land with very low
energy, there is no nanocluster disintegration and the films are predominantly crystalline; sbd when the building units are acceler-
ated to higher energies, nanocrystals break up into atomic/radical fragments and the films are mostly amorphous.
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shown in Fig. 8sbd which exhibit a notable blueshift of
the photoluminescence maximum as x and the size of
the quantum dot decrease sXu, Ostrikov, et al., 2005d.
Figure 9sad shows silicon nanowires synthesized in
low-pressure s,100 mTorrd reactive plasmas of SiH4
+H2 gas mixtures in the presence of a Ni catalyst sOs-
trikov et al., 2005d. These nanoassemblies have outstand-
ing potential for the development of molecular nano-
electronic devices. They were previously synthesized by
charged nanocluster building units in thermal CVD sys-
tems sHwang et al., 2000d. The assembly of very-high-
aspect-ratio s1Dd silicon nanowires can be explained by
selective attraction of nanoclusters to the open end of
1D structures, schematically represented by rods in Fig.
9sbd. In this example, both the rod and the building unit
are positively charged, although the opposite can be the
case in reactive plasmas. If the cluster approaches from
the side fFig. 9sbd, left imageg, positive charges in the rod
are repelled. However, since the diameter of silicon
nanowires is very small fit does not exceed a few tens of
nm in Fig. 9sadg, the nanorod-cluster interaction still re-
mains repulsive. When the cluster approaches the nano-
wire from its growth end fFig. 9sbd, right imageg, positive
charges are repelled to the opposite side of the rod,
which results in an attractive electrostatic interaction be-
tween the cluster and nanowire and hence one-
dimensional nanowire growth sHwang and Kim, 2004d.
Thus the reactive-plasma-assisted growth of silicon
nanowires has an outstanding potential for controlling
the direction of growth. Efforts should be made to in-
vestigate similar control of crystallographic growth di-
rection recently achieved by the metal-organic CVD
technique sKuykendall et al., 2004d.
B. Carbon-based nanostructures
Various carbon-based nanostructures can be grown in
reactive plasmas made up of mixtures of carbon-carrier
gases se.g., hydrocarbons CxHy, fluorocarbons CxFy,
fullerenes, etc.d with other functional feedstock
sH2, NH3, inert gases, etc.d. We emphasize that in the
“cause and effect” framework, the choice of working
gases and process parameters should be driven by the
required building units, surface preparation, and specific
transport and stacking requirements.
Here, we focus on a few typical examples of carbon-
based nanostructures fabricated in reactive plasma sys-
tems, such as carbon nanoparticles, nanotips, nanotubes,
nanowalls, and ultrananocrystalline diamond. With re-
gard to these carbon nanostructures, the most com-
monly invoked building units are carbon dimer C2
sGruen, 2001d, graphitic nanofragments sLouchev and
Hester, 2003d, charged nanoclusters sHwang et al., 1996;
Hwang, 1999; Hwang and Kim, 2004d, and carbon nano-
particles sGebauer and Winter, 2003; Hong et al., 2003;
Kovacevic et al., 2003d. Some other atomic and radical
species have also been discussed extensively as media-
tors of clustering and film growth processes. As for fab-
rication of nanostructured films in silane-based reactive
plasmas, discussed in the previous section, nanoparticles
FIG. 8. sColor in online editiond Quantum dot deposition and emission properties: sad Scanning electron micrograph of AlxIn1−xN
quantum dot structures synthesized by the reactive-plasma-assisted rf sputtering deposition technique; sbd dependence of the
photoluminescence intensity on quantum dot size/composition sXu, Ostrikov, et al., 2005d. Quantum dot size is smaller for smaller
values of x.
FIG. 9. Silicon nanowire growth and interaction with charged
clusters: sad Scanning electron micrograph of silicon nano-
wires grown in low-pressure SiH4+H2 reactive plasma sXu,
Ostrikov, et al., 2005d; sbd schematics of the charged
nanocluster-nanowire interaction sHwang and Kim, 2004d.
Here, Fint denotes the force of the electrostatic building-unit–
nanowire interaction.
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larger than a few tens of nm are usually of limited inter-
est for most common nanoassemblies. It has been sug-
gested that various graphitic nanofragments could con-
trol the assembly of carbon nanotubes sLouchev and
Hester, 2003d. In reactive plasma environments, graphite
nanofragments can appear as a result of decomposition
of larger carbon nanoparticles in the discharge or sput-
tering of graphite substrates. However, the existing
knowledge on generation of these fragments in reactive
plasmas is limited and will require further research.
The abundance of carbon dimer and carbon nanoclus-
ter building units, as well as other important species
se.g., growth precursors and mediatorsd, in reactive
plasma systems can be predicted by numerical modeling
that takes into account ion-induced clustering in the ion-
ized gas phase sStoykov et al., 2001; Denysenko et al.,
2004; Gordillo-Vazques and Albella, 2004d. In particular,
in rf plasmas of C2H2 highly diluted in argon, number
densities of the carbon dimer in two excited states X1Sg
+
and a3pu, are higher at lower working gas pressures and
argon concentrations sGordillo-Vazques and Albella,
2004d. Another powerful tool in monitoring the dis-
charge species is optical emission spectroscopy. The
strongest emission lines of carbon dimer C2 generated in
low-pressure s20–40 mTorrd rf plasmas of an Ars75% d
+H2s10% d+C2H2s15% d gas mixture are shown in Fig.
10. Peaks like those in the figure can be used to trace the
appearance of carbon dimers in various situations. Sur-
prisingly, the strongest peak, located at ,516.5 nm, is
also seen in the Swan-band visible absorption spectra of
numerous protoplanetary nebulae, implying a possible
important role of the carbon dimer in the evolution of
red-star–protoplanetary systems sHrivnak and Kwok,
1999d.
Knowledge of the number densities of other se.g.,
CxHyd neutral and charged species is indispensable for
the improvement of control strategies. For example, the
radical species CH3 has been suggested in Sec. III.C as a
building unit in the growth of a-C:H films sPerrin et al.,
1998d. Atomic hydrogen is also of interest, since it is able
to activate surface carbon bonds and simultaneously
etch the amorphous carbon phase. Number densities of
numerous charged and neutral species in CH4+H2+Ar
high-density reactive plasmas can be found elsewhere
sDenysenko et al., 2004d.
The most likely mechanism of carbon clustering in
C2H2-based plasmas is quite similar to the Winchester
mechanism of silicon hydride clustering and also in-
volves the chain
CiHj
− + CmHn → Ci+mHj+n−1− + H,
of anion-neutral clustering that proceeds via extraction
of hydrogen and generation of higher anions sStoykov et
al., 2001d. Furthermore, the carbon dimer C2, featuring
high electron affinity, can attach a plasma electron and
become anionic C2
−. This highly reactive radical has also
been suggested as a possible trigger of anion-neutral
clustering sHwang and Kim, 2004d. Relevant modeling
results swhich include charge neutralization, neutral
clustering, diffusion loss of the plasma species, and other
effectsd suggest that larger CmHn clusters with m.10
are negatively charged at higher gas temperatures and
lower degrees of ionization and operating pressures
sStoykov et al., 2001d. Otherwise, one should expect a
pronounced generation of neutral or positively charged
nanoclusters. However, positively charged carbon-based
clusters were not included in the clustering model
sStoykov et al., 2001d, thus warranting their explicit con-
sideration in the near future.
Having identified potential building units and impor-
tant process mediators in hydrocarbon-based reactive
plasmas, let us turn now to surface preparation and ac-
tivation. Many nanofabrication processes, such as
growth of carbon nanotubes sChhowalla et al., 2001;
Meyyappan et al., 2003d, require specially activated thin
catalyst layers se.g., Ni, Fe, Cod usually not exceeding a
few tens of nm in thickness, which rearrange into indi-
vidual nanoparticles on the substrate surface, as can be
seen in Fig. 11sad. Such nanoparticles support precipita-
tion and self-assembly of carbon building units into vari-
ous nanostructures, such as single-walled or multiwalled
carbon nanotubes, carbon nanotips fFig. 11sbdg, nanopy-
ramids fFig. 11scdg, nanowall-like structures fFig. 11sddg,
and several others. Activation of the growth surface is
usually achieved by externally heating the substrate to
temperatures that exceed the melting point of the cata-
lyst layer, typically 500–600 °C and higher. It is notable
that when the film thickness is in the nanometer range,
the melting points are lower than those of the corre-
sponding bulk materials sPoole and Owens, 2003d. To
ensure efficient bonding of the nanostructure to the sub-
strate, one should ensure adequate wetting of the sub-
strate by the catalyst nanoparticles. In this case, one
would expect the “base” growth scenario. However, suf-
ficiently intense ion bombardment scontrolled by the
substrate biasd contributes to the loosening of the cata-
lyst nanoparticles, thus leading to the “tip” growth path-
way. In this case, reactive-plasma-assisted techniques of-
FIG. 10. sColor in online editiond Characteristic optical emis-
sion lines of the carbon dimer in nanofabrication of carbon
nanowall-like structures in Ar+C2H2+H2 rf plasmas sLong et
al., 2005d.
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ten produce individual, free-standing, vertically aligned
multiwalled carbon nanotubes sMerkulov et al., 2000;
Hash and Meyyappan, 2003d. This is one reason why
PECVD techniques are more suitable for synthesizing
multiwalled rather than single-walled carbon nanotubes
sMeyyappan et al., 2003d, since the latter usually grow
through the “base” growth mechanism.
Plasma environments offer additional options for ac-
tivating catalyst layers. For example, the Ni-based layer
in Fig. 11sad was activated in low-pressure ,40 mTorr rf
plasmas of Ar+H2 gas mixtures by using intense fluxes
of argon ions, reactive chemical etching of metal surface
by hydrogen atoms, and heating by hot neutrals swith
temperatures in the range 270–400 °Cd sTsakadze et al.,
2004, 2005d. It is important to note that in some cases,
such as the PECVD of nanopyramids in Fig. 11scd, it is
not necessary to additionally heat the substrates exter-
nally, a situation quite uncommon for thermal CVD sys-
tems.
While catalyst nanoislands usually serve as the “base”
for the growth of carbon nanostructures, other areas,
uncovered by the carbon nanostructures, are subject to
deposition of amorphous carbon. Thus the actual film
growth process involves concurrent growth of two
phases, one nanostructured and the other amorphous.
To synthesize better-quality nanostructures se.g., crystal-
lined, one should thus inhibit the development of the
amorphous phase and promote the growth of the
nanoassemblies. Again, by invoking the cause and effect
approach, we recall from Sec. III.C that efficient growth
of a-C requires plasma-mediated activation of dangling
bonds for the stacking of CH3 radicals. On the other
hand, preferential growth of the nanoassembly requires
elevated abundance of highly reactive carbon dimers or
suitable nanocluster building units in the gas phase. To
this end, it would be beneficial to maximize production
of C2 and/or nanoclusters and minimize the presence of
CH3. An interesting way to maximize the production of
carbon dimer molecules is to dissociate purely carbon
feedstock, such as gaseous C60, a carbon allotrope that is
less stable than diamond or graphite. In fact, by using
plasma-assisted techniques, one can achieve unusually
high rates of conversion of the C60 feedstock into C2
molecules sGruen, 2001d. Moreover, during the growth
stage, reasonably high densities of hydrogen atoms are
desirable for preferential chemical etching of the amor-
phous phase. However, the hydrogen content cannot be
made very high without detriment to the growth process.
For example, large amounts of hydrogen can re-gasify
embryonic nuclei during the synthesis of nanocrystalline
diamond sGruen, 2001d and excessively activate carbon
FIG. 11. Various carbon nanostructures synthesized in hydrocarbon-based reactive plasmas: sad Ni-catalyzed Sis100d surface before
the beginning of PECVD; sbd carbon nanotips; scd pyramidlike structures grown in Ar+CH4+H2 plasmas without any external
substrate heating; sdd carbon nanowall-like structures grown in Ar+C2H2+H2 rf plasmas. sFigure courtesy of J. D. Long and Z.
Tsakadze.d
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surface bonds required for the growth of a-C.
Using plasma-assisted nanofabrication methods, one
should always keep in mind that the ion energy should
be just sufficient for the desired surface activation. Extra
strong ion bombardment can cause irremediable defects
to the nanostructures being grown and also destroy
some nanocluster building units in the gas phase. For
example, energetic ions impinging on the growth surface
can compromise the integrity and ordering of vertically
aligned nanotube patterns. This situation can be rem-
edied by applying strong magnetic fields s,2 Td parallel
to the substrate sHirata et al., 2003d or reducing the near-
substrate sheath potentials.
It is worthwhile to mention that transport of building
units in hydrocarbon plasma environments has not yet
attracted as much attention as similar research efforts on
hydrosilicon plasmas ssee Sec. IV.Ad. However, the ex-
isting modeling results can be used to estimate surface
fluxes of numerous charged and neutral plasma species
in the process of assembly of various carbon nanostruc-
tures sHash and Meyyappan, 2003; Denysenko et al.,
2004; Gordillo-Vazques and Albella, 2004d. Larger build-
ing units se.g., larger nanoclusters or nucleates exceed-
ing 10 nmd can be efficiently manipulated by using ther-
mophoretic forces sRutkevych et al., 2004d. Indeed,
when Ni-catalyzed silicon substrates are not externally
heated, fallout of gas-phase nucleated carbon nanopar-
ticles is frequently observed. However, by externally
heating the substrates under the same operating condi-
tions, one imposes an additional temperature gradient
and hence a thermophoretic force that can completely
remove carbon nanoparticles from the surface. The re-
sulting nanoparticle-free assemblies resemble the or-
dered carbon nanotip patterns in Fig. 11sbd.
We now consider stacking of the building units into
carbon-based nanoassembly patterns. The first example
is the insertion of the carbon dimer C2 into a dimer row
on the reconstructed s100d surface of diamond sGruen,
2001d. Detailed density-functional calculations show that
the insertion of one of the carbon atoms of a gas-phase
carbon dimer molecule into the dimer rows of the recon-
structed s100d surface leaves the other carbon dimer free
to react with additional gas-phase carbon dimers to form
a new diamond crystallite, which grows larger and even-
tually forms a grain boundary sGruen et al., 1999d. Other
examples of interactions of the carbon dimer with recon-
structed s100d and s111d surfaces of diamond can be
found elesewhere sWalch and Merkle, 1998d. Notably,
depending on surface hydrogenation and other factors,
the hybridization of carbon dimers on the reconstructed
surface may not necessarily reproduce the sp3 hybridiza-
tion in the bulk. Thus control of spontaneous recon-
struction of carbon “dimer” surfaces is one of the cur-
rent challenges of nanoscience. Specific chemical
structure and the high reactivity of the carbon dimer
have been argued to be major factors in the reactive-
plasma-assisted fabrication of two-dimensional carbon
nanostructures such as carbon nanowalls and nanowall-
like structures fFig. 11sdd; Long et al., 2005g. On the
other hand, insertion of carbon into a-C films can be
investigated by density-functional, tight-binding, and
empirical simulation methods sMarks et al., 2002, 2003d.
Larger building units stack into carbon-based nanoas-
semblies quite differently. For example, small nanoclus-
ters can epitaxially recrystallize in a manner similar to
that discussed in Sec. III. However, larger nanoclusters
and nucleates can be driven by focused electric fields
and eventually stick to the top ends of high-aspect-ratio
carbon nanotip structures fFig. 12sadg. In some other
cases se.g., unbiased substratesd the building units can
fall out onto the substrate, as can be seen in Fig. 12sbd.
To aid in depositions, the top surface of the carbon
nanotips can be flattened as a result of etching by in-
tense ion fluxes sTsakadze et al., 2004, 2005d, creating
more secure spots for the building units to alight.
Thus, by adopting the cause and effect approach ad-
vocated in this Colloquium and following basic consid-
erations during each of the nanofabrication steps, one
can, in principle, grow, enhance, and perfect desired
properties in various carbon nanostructures, such as
single crystallinity of the carbon nanotips in Fig. 11sbd.
However, many important questions still remain open.
For example, what is the cause of the pronounced verti-
cal alignment of carbon nanotubes and carbon nanotips
grown by plasma-assisted techniques? We recall that the
FIG. 12. Nanoparticles sad attached to the top of carbon nanotip structures and sbd on a nickel-catalyzed silicon surface sTsakadze
et al., 2004, 2005d.
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electric field E is nonuniform in the plasma sheath. It is
focused on the growth spots from the initial stage, when
the growth island forms sLevchenko et al., 2004d, and it
drives the charged building units, facilitating their stack-
ing into the nanoassembly directly from the gas phase.
Meanwhile, strong electric fields in the vicinity of the
nanotips polarize neutral se.g., nanoclusterd building
units and align them to stack in the nanoassembly, with a
higher probability of approaching from the top. Unidi-
rectional precipitation of both charged and neutral
building units favors the assembly of the structures
along the direction of E, on a unit-by-unit basis. How-
ever, stacking of neutral building units with poor polar-
ization response does not necessarily happen in the di-
rection of E. In this case the electrostatic force creates
stress that is nonuniformly distributed over the interface
between the catalyst nanoparticle and the carbon nano-
tube structure. As a result, precipitation rates become
different in areas with different stress, and vertical
growth is dynamically maintained sMerkulov et al.,
2001d. However, how this nonuniformity of stress trans-
lates specifically into preferential stacking of the build-
ing units still requires an adequate explanation. Another
open question is why the carbon nanotubes grown via
the “tip” mechanism are multiwalled sthe only kind of
carbon nanotubes grown in reactive plasmasd, whereas
the base-grown ones are single-walled sMeyyappan et
al., 2003d. In this regard, one should take into account
that the assembly of single-walled nanotubes requires a
low supply of carbon to the catalyst particle surface and
suppression of higher hydrocarbons sKanzow and Ding,
1999d, conditions that are quite difficult to meet in
reactive-plasma-assisted processes.
Recent results of atomic-scale in situ TEM imaging of
carbon nanofiber growth suggest that multiple graphene
sheet-made nanofiber walls are formed at monoatomic
step edges at the C-Ni interface sHelveg et al., 2004d.
The steps continuously develop and disappear while an
initially fairly spherical nickel catalyst particle attached
to the MgAl2O4 surface periodically elongates, reshapes,
and eventually contracts to a spherical shape. The
growth terminates when the graphene sheets encapsu-
late the Ni particle completely, indicating that metal-gas
interaction is essential for nanofiber growth. If this pro-
cess were conducted in a plasma environment, one
would expect that electrostatic interactions between the
susually negativelyd charged catalyst nanoparticle and
substrate surface could facilitate dynamic reshaping of
the particle and its detachment from the surface. This
effect has previously been used for electrostatic shed-
ding of fine powder particles from solid surfaces in
plasma discharges sGoree and Sheridan, 1992d and can
be invoked for the explanation of predominant tip-
growth of multiwalled carbon nanostructures in a
plasma.
From the above considerations, one can conclude that
reactive-plasma-assisted techniques offer advantage
over thermal CVD when at least one of the following is
required:
sid control of densities and fluxes of the required
building units in the gas phase, which is difficult sif
possible at alld to do on the surface of catalyst
nanoparticles se.g., in growth of carbon nano-
tubesd;
siid electric-field-guided delivery of the building units
straight to the nanoassembly from the ionized gas
phase;
siiid specific substrate activation by ion/heat fluxes
from the gas phase;
sivd preferential growth and alignment direction, such
as the direction of the sheath electric field.
Nonetheless, the actual role of the plasma in the growth
of carbon nanotubes is still a subject of intense discus-
sion within the research community. The most widely
accepted view is that since the dissociation of precursor
gas on the surface of catalyst particles is sufficient for
carbon material precipitation, the ability of the plasma
to dissociate the gas feedstock into reactive radicals
should not be a factor in the growth of carbon nano-
tubes sMeyyappan et al., 2003d. Here, one should clearly
understand the consequences of additional dissociation
of the feedstock gas in the plasma. Extra radical building
units produced in the gas phase reduce the need for
their production on the catalyzed surface. Thus this pro-
cess is energetically favorable and could be one of the
reasons for the lower substrate temperatures required to
synthesize carbon nanostructures by plasma-assisted
methods. Another argument in favor of the importance
of the gas-phase decomposition of working gas is the
possibility of plasma-assisted growth of multiwalled car-
bon nanotubes without a catalyst sObraztsov et al., 2000;
Tsai et al., 2000d. It is indeed likely that carbon-carrying
building units could precipitate into nanoassemblies di-
rectly from the gas phase. Another interesting point is
that the CVD of carbon nanotubes usually requires sub-
strate temperatures of at least 550 °C, and the cold wafer
scenario is quite unlikely sMeyyappan et al., 2003d. With
the use of reactive plasmas, growth temperatures of car-
bon nanotubes as low as 120 °C have been reported
sHofmann et al., 2003d. Furthermore, various carbon
nanostructures can be grown in reactive plasmas without
any external heating of the substrate sTsakadze et al.,
2004, 2005d. In this case, the neutral component of the
weakly ionized plasma environment is responsible for
heating of the catalyst layer.
To conclude this section, we note that more efficient
species generation and plasma polymerization generally
require higher chemical activity of the gas feedstock.
Thus using highly reactive gases such as ethylene, acety-
lene, or propylene is considered beneficial in enhancing
the process yield. For example, nanoparticle generation
and nanostructure growth is more efficient in acetylene-
based than methane-based plasmas sHong et al., 2003;
Xu, Ostrikov, et al., 2005d.
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C. Other nanofabrication processes
The synthesis of silicon- and carbon-based nanoas-
semblies discussed in the previous sections are the most
widely studied plasma-aided nanofabrication processes.
In this section, we shall outline some other examples of
the use of reactive plasmas for various nanoscale assem-
blies and comment on them within the framework of the
“cause and effect” approach.
The first example is the growth of charged nanocluster
building units in the ionized gas phase and their use for
plasma-assisted dc magnetron reactive sputtering depo-
sition of highly crystalline TiO2 films on unheated sub-
strates sBarnes et al., 2004, 2005d. This technique is
based on the charged-cluster theory sHwang and Kim,
2004d discussed in Sec. III and is successful for high-
quality crystalline film deposition subject to meeting the
following conditions: sid small stypically 1–3 nmd
amorphous-liquid-like nanoclusters are generated in the
gas phase; siid the clusters are charged in the plasma; siiid
the charge is efficiently dissipated upon deposition.
Some of these factors have already been discussed
above in a different context. In this example, the first
requirement is essential for epitaxial recrystallization of
small nanoclusters with nonfixed crystalline structure
and lower melting points. The charged state is crucial to
prevent gas-phase cluster agglomeration, and charge dis-
sipation is necessary to avoid undesired charge buildup
on the substrate surface.
TiO2 nanoclusters were generated in the ionized-gas
phase of Ar+O2 mixtures under low-pressure conditions
and collected by carbon-coated copper TEM grids posi-
tioned at different distances s50–250 mmd from a Ti sput-
tering target, then imaged by the TEM sBarnes et al.,
2004, 2005d. Interestingly, the clusters collected closer to
the sputtering target sat 50 nmd were considerably
smaller than those captured on the grid located 250 nm
away from the target. The closer grid had clusters less
than 2 nm in size and containing ,400 atoms, while the
more distant clusters measured more than 3 nm in size
and contained ,1400 atoms. This implies that clustering
occurs in the gas phase and continues as the nanocluster
building units are transported towards the deposition
substrate. Hence one should be able to control the size
of the building units by moving the selectrically floatingd
substrate towards and away from the sputtering target.
Specifically, smaller clusters produce faceted crystalline
anatase film, whereas larger clusters result in mostly
amorphous films sBarnes et al., 2004, 2005d. This result is
consistent with the size-dependent phase composition of
TiO2 clusters, with the amorphous-to-crystalline transi-
tion in the size range between 1.5 and 3 nm sMonticone
et al., 2000d. We note that the value of the dc power does
not significantly affect the cluster generation and film
properties. However, rf power strongly affects the
building-unit-based synthesis of TiO2 films in TiCl4+O2
parallel-plate rf plasmas sBarnes et al., 2003d. Indeed,
the nanocluster size, charge, and film structure change
with the variation in rf power input. At low rf
s,90 Wd, the films resemble random fractal and agglom-
erated structures and can be easily removed from the
substrate. However, at higher powers s,180 Wd, the
films are better ordered, denser, and feature higher crys-
talline phase content. Note that the different effects of
the input power in the two plasma-assisted sputtering
processes sBarnes et al., 2004, 2005d and in PECVD
sBarnes et al., 2003d reflect the higher reactivity of tita-
nium tetrachloride-based reactive plasmas, a major fac-
tor in the generation of TiO2 nanocluster building units.
Furthermore, the sizes of the building units were differ-
ent at different input powers, 10–15 nm at 90 W and
7–12 nm at 180 W sBarnes et al., 2003d. Nanocluster ag-
glomeration observed at 90 W, which was attributed to
different charging efficiency of the reactor, can be
avoided by operating the discharge in the higher-power
mode. Future research efforts on this phenomenon
should involve comprehensive modeling of the nano-
cluster formation and charging process in the experi-
ments concerned sBarnes et al., 2003, 2004, 2005d.
Knowledge of the nanocluster charge would shed some
light on the actual role of reactive plasmas in assembling
highly crystalline TiO2 films.
The elegant approach of Barnes et al. s2003, 2004,
2005d can be used for direct in situ sampling and charac-
terization of small sin the few-nm size ranged nanoclus-
ters in the ionized-gas phase. Because of the extremely
small sizes of the nanoclusters involved, such sampling is
one of the most difficult challenges faced today in the
study of nanoclustering. Some other smostly indirectd
methods of nanocluster detection and characterization
in the plasma have been presented elsewhere sBoufendi
et al., 1999; Ghidini et al., 2004d.
Another interesting example of how different building
units in different plasma environments can result in to-
tally different properties of nanofilms is the plasma-
assisted fabrication of hydroxyapatite sHAd bioceramic
coatings on Ti-6Al-4V orthopedic alloys, widely used by
the biomedical industry for hip joint and dental im-
plants. The HA coating is used to improve biocompat-
ibility of the implants, sustain remodeling of bone tis-
sues, ensure stronger implant fixation, suppress
undesirable inflammatory responses, and dramatically
shorten healing times sSun et al., 2001d. One of the most
commonly used methods of depositing HA bioceramic
coatings on implant alloys is thermal plasma spraying
sKlein et al., 1994; Tsui et al., 1998d. This method uses
thermal plasma jets carrying microdispersed hydroxy-
apatite powder building units towards the deposition
surfaces. However, despite its apparent simplicity, mod-
erate deposition rates, and relatively low cost, this
technique is unlikely to meet current industrial stan-
dards sASTM, 2003d. This is because, under typical op-
erating conditions, micron-sized HA powder building
units usually land on the metal surface without any sig-
nificant decomposition into smaller fragments. As a re-
sult, hydroxyapatite bioceramics prepared by the plasma
spray method are mostly amorphous and feature highly
porous structure and irregular surface morphology with
surface roughness in the submicrometer range sKlein et
al., 1994; Tsui et al., 1998d. This ultimately leads to very
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high resorption rates of the coating in the body’s envi-
ronment and, as a result, disastrous in vivo performance.
Another drawback of this coating technique is the weak
adhesive strength of the HA-metal implant interface,
which often results in violent mechanical failures and
significant implant degradation.
An alternative approach capitalizes on intentional dis-
integration of compressed commercial HA powder into
smaller subnano satomic, moleculard and nano- smacro-
molecular, nanocluster, and nanoparticled building units
in low-pressure reactive plasma environments sLong,
Yu, Cai, et al., 2002; Long, Xu, Lu, et al., 2002b; Xu,
Long, et al., 2005d. The reactive-plasma-assisted rf con-
current magnetron sputtering of HA and Ti targets is
used as an ideal practical framework for the above bio-
ceramic synthesis. More importantly, by using smaller
building units and lower process temperatures, it ap-
pears possible to grow highly crystalline films and sub-
stantially improve the adhesive strength of the
bioceramic-implant alloy interface. Transport of the
main calcium- and phosphorus-bearing species sCaO+
and PO4
3−, respectivelyd to Ti-6Al-4V deposition sub-
strates can be efficiently controlled by varying the dc
bias. The different responses of oppositely charged
CaO+ and PO4
3− species to the dc substrate bias make it
possible to control absolute and relative elemental con-
centrations of calcium and phosphorus in the films, as
shown in Fig. 13. Thus CaO+ cations generated in Ar
+H2O plasma discharges can be regarded as a cause of
the elevated presence of calcium in the bioceramic, with
a similar conclusion for the phosphorus-bearing anion
PO4
3−. In this set of experiments, there were no specific
means of surface preparation for the deposition of the
building units other than conventional pretreatment in
argon and maintaining substrate temperatures high
enough susually in excess of 550 °Cd to promote the re-
quired degree of crystallization. We emphasize that by
using atomic, radical, and, presumably, nanocluster
building units, one can obtain compact and dense films
with a nanoscale surface morphology sFig. 13d believed
to be ideal to support biomolecule-bioceramic interac-
tions resulting in enhanced bone ingrowth and remodel-
ing. The hydroxyapatite films prepared by the rf magne-
tron concurrent sputtering technique feature excellent
bioactivity and cytocompatibility, as suggested by in
vitro simulated body fluid and osteoblast cell-culture as-
sessments. Specific application of the four-stage cause
and effect approach for reactive-plasma-assisted nano-
fabrication of HA bioceramics warrants substantial the-
oretical and experimental effort in the future.
There are many other examples of the excellent per-
formance of reactive-plasma-based nanofabrication
tools and techniques. One of the most recent examples
is the plasma-assisted deposition of the superhard nano-
composite nc-AlxTi1−xN/a-Si3N4. This material is cur-
rently used in industrial tooling applications owing to its
extra-high hardness, comparable to natural diamond; it
significantly improves the lifetime of high-speed cutting
bits sVeprek et al., 2003d. In a sense, this class of nano-
structured materials is quite similar to the polymorphous
silicon films considered in Sec. IV.A. Indeed, AlxTi1−xN
nanocrystals are embedded in the amorphous silicon ni-
tride matrix. The highest hardness is achieved when
each of the AlxTi1−xN nanocrystals is covered by a
monolayer of a-Si3N4 sVeprek et al., 2004d. It is a chal-
lenge for the future to invoke the “cause and effect”
approach advocated here to learn more about the gen-
eration of nanocrystalline building units in the gas
phase, surface activation, the transport of the building
units towards the deposition substrates, and eventually,
the deposition of the amorphous phase with rates just
sufficient to coat the dynamically growing AlxTi1−xN
nanocrystals with an amorphous monolayer.
We emphasize that the continuum of nanofabrication
processes, devices, materials, nanostructures, tools, and
techniques in which reactive plasmas can be used is vir-
tually infinite and, due to limited space, cannot be cov-
ered in a single Colloquium. Below we shall therefore
briefly discuss only a few emerging applications and re-
fer interested readers to more detailed references on
this subject. Currently, reactive plasmas are widely used
by the microelectronics industry for ultrafine selective
FIG. 13. sColor in online editiond Hydroxyapatite sHAd fabricated by reactive-plasma-assisted rf magnetron sputtering deposition:
left, control of Ca and P content based on the different responses of cationic CaO+ and anionic PO4
3− building units to a negative
substrate bias variation; right, representative AFM image of nanoscaled surface morphology sXu, Long, et al., 2005d.
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etching of submicron and nanofeatures scurrently as
small as ,130 nm, with an expected reduction to
,50 nm in the near futured of ultra-large-scale inte-
grated circuits and devices sLii, 1996; Oehrlein, 2003d.
Etching processes greatly benefit from the presence of a
reactive plasma. In particular, sheath electric-field-
driven reactive cations can perform highly anisotropic
etching sin the direction normal to the surfaced, which is
problematic in conventional chemical swetd etching pro-
cesses. It is interesting to mention that hydrogen etching
of graphite can be used to synthesize diamond films and
carbon nanotips sconsidered in Sec. IV.Bd, even without
hydrocarbon gas feedstock sYang et al., 2005d.
One of the most recent important advances has been
in the use of prefabricated ordered nanostructure arrays
for pattern transfers to solid surfaces. Examples include
synthesis of Si nanopillar arrays in inductively coupled
plasmas by using a lithographic mask made of nickel
nanodots sKim et al., 2005d and nanofabrication of GaN-
based nanorod light-emitting diodes using reactive ion
etching in inductively coupled plasmas through self-
assembled nickel nanomasks sHuang et al., 2004d.
A combination of ultrafine plasma etching with con-
ventional lithographic techniques holds great promise
for miniaturization of the features of integrated circuitry.
Indeed, reactive oxygen plasma etching-enhanced nano-
lithography has been recently used for pattern transfer
in nanofabrication of a 23-nm-period grating sbelieved
to be the shortest-period grating defined by electron
beam lithographyd on diamond substrates sLister et al.,
2004d.
Nanopatterns can also be transferred onto solid sub-
strates by utilizing reactive plasma etching through
nanoporous templates. This approach has been noted in
a recent report on a generic nonlithographic nanofabri-
cation method for creating nanoporous patterns on any
substrate by using nanoporous alumina as an etching
mask sMenon et al., 2004d.
Another emerging area of nanofabrication is a preci-
sion treatment of porous materials with micron-sized
and nanosized pore features sCho, Rodriguez, et al.,
2005; Hua et al., 2005d, such as high-aspect-ratio trenches
in silicon wafers, templated mesoporous materials se.g.,
aluminophospates; Kimura, 2005d, carbon-based mo-
lecular sieves for gas separation sWang and Hong, 2005d,
microporous polymeric cytoscaffolds for bio-implants
and tissue engineering, and several others.
A wide range of subnanosized building units in the
plasma environment turns out to be favorable for the
fabrication of complex nano-objects representing a vari-
ety of structural organizations and elemental composi-
tions, which are quite difficult to synthesize by using
other methods. There have been recent reports on the
successful plasma-assisted synthesis of self-organized
GaN quantum dot assemblies on ternary AlxGa1−xN
sPanin et al., 2005d; of periodic two-dimensionally ar-
rayed nanocolumns made of the quarternary compound
InGaAsP sLee et al., 2005d; of various low-dimensional
semiconductor structures, such as Ga2O3 and Al2O3
nanowires sArnault and Devaux, 2004d and germanium
quantum dots on silicon oxide sShieh et al., 2004d, etc.
Structural incorporation of nanosized building units
sconsidered in detail in Sec. IV.Ad has recently been re-
ported as an efficient solution in various nanofabrication
processes. In particular, silicon nanocrystals or quantum
dots can be embedded in a silicon nitride matrix to fab-
ricate light-emitting diodes and other nanodevices sCho,
Park, et al., 2005; Pei et al., 2005d.
The flexibility of the reactive plasma environment al-
lows one to combine different nanostructures in the
same device. Tetramethyl silane plasmas have been used
for highly controllable, reactive-plasma-aided nanofabri-
cation of nanocantilevers made of crystalline beta-SiC
nanowires in silicon oxide nanocones sLin et al., 2004d.
Moreover, it has recently become possible to assemble
new silicon-carbon heteronanostructures comprising
multiwalled carbon nanotubes and tapered silicon nano-
wires sSong et al., 2004d. These unique nanostructures
herald a new era of integration of carbon and silicon
nanofeatures in nanoelectronic devices.
From a more traditional point of view, reactive plas-
mas remain a very efficient medium for synthesis and
processing of advanced nanopowder and nanofilm mate-
rials. Very recent examples include manufacturing of
polymer-coated silver nanopowder in microwave plasma
chemical vapor deposition sChau et al., 2005d and sinter-
ing of nanocomposite Cu-TiB2 powders sKwon et al.,
2005d. On the other hand, reactive plasmas of vinyltry-
methylsilane and CO2 gas mixtures have been success-
fully used for synthesis of nanocomposite low-k
SiCOH films sJeong et al., 2004d.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The types of nanoassemblies, as well as of approaches
to fabricating them, are increasing daily. While we have
not been able to consider more than a fraction of the
process-specific techniques, it is plain from those we
have looked at that reactive plasmas have several impor-
tant features that warrant their consideration as a versa-
tile nanofabrication tool. By adopting the framework of
the “cause and effect” approach, we have looked in turn
at generation of the required building units in the ion-
ized gas phase, the plasma-assisted preparation of and
transport of the building units towards the deposition
surfaces, and, finally, the stacking of the building units
into the required nanoassembly patterns. The adopted
framework has helped to elucidate many unique fea-
tures of the selected nanofabrication methods and tech-
niques.
There are numerous future challenges along the path-
way to reactive-plasma-aided nanofabrication. For ex-
ample, the accuracy of any process critically depends on
the ability to detect and control the building units in the
ionized gas phase. The existing experimental methods
adequately monitor the building units at the smaller-
and larger-size ends of the continuum but often fall short
in the size range of small nanoclusters, which have re-
cently been argued to be the most important building
units for various nanoassemblies, thin films, and bulk
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materials. Thus building units of this size range remain a
challenge for the development of suitable in situ diag-
nostic techniques. Another challenge is to control the
energetics of insertion of radical/molecular building
units into nanoassemblies by the electric fields in the
plasma sheath, and to optimize the discharge and pro-
cess parameters.
Meanwhile, industrial applications of plasma-assisted
deposition and control continue to expand. It is now evi-
dent that, by the use of charged nanoclusters or cation/
anion radicals, one can deposit highly crystalline films at
low substrate temperatures. This will enable thin-film in-
dustries to use cheaper polymer substrates swhich are
sensitive to high temperaturesd and ultimately to im-
prove cost efficiencies. On the other hand, aligned car-
bon nanotubes are promising for various nanoelectronic
applications sChoi et al., 2004d. Owing to their small di-
mensions and unique metallic and semiconductor prop-
erties, carbon nanotubes have been suggested as an al-
ternative material to be used when the physical limits of
silicon-based microelectronics are reached sCollard et
al., 2005d.
Looking beyond the applications of reactive plasmas
at nanoscales, we note that plasma intrinsically is ca-
pable of producing a variety of atomic and ionic building
units, and as such, holds great promise for the future
processing of matter at atomic scales. A recent report on
a high-precision, highly conformal plasma-aided tech-
nique of atomic layer deposition sLee, 2005d sounds very
encouraging.
We hope that this topic will attract the interest and
critical comments of a wide interdisciplinary community
and result in dedicated experiments to establish direct
and conclusive correlations between the abundance of
very specific building units in the ionized gas phase, the
parameters of transition areas between the plasma bulk
and substrates, the energetics of the building units upon
deposition/stacking, and the key properties of the
nanoassemblies. In the examples discussed above, the
degree of such correlation varies, depending on the
knowledge available to date.
In this Colloquium, one can also find a practical ap-
proach for the optimal choice of building unit and the
plasma/process parameters to fabricate the desired
nanoassembly. However, we have not aimed to provide
exhaustive recipes for a reactive-plasma-assisted nanoas-
sembly processes. The advocated “cause and effect” ap-
proach provides a conceptual framework not only for
plasma-based nanofabrication, but also for the wider
context of “nanobricklaying.” We believe that reactive
plasmas have a bright future for a wide range of appli-
cations as a versatile fabrication tool of the “nano age”
and beyond.
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